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The global leader in  
door opening solutions

Style, intelligence and robustness 
come together in the new SMARTair® 
knob cylinder

One small change that 
changes everything



The new SMARTair knob cylinder: a door device 
improved in every way. It is more resistant to 
attack. It comes in more finishes and colours, 
upgrading aesthetics and functionality in equal 

Modern security  
outside and in

measure. Suitable for any door, it quickly upgrades 
your existing mechanical cylinder to an access 
controlled cylinder. Without any drilling.

Wireless and 
battery-powered 
knob cylinder 
(60.000 cycles).

Tailored to every type 
of door or access 
point (wooden doors, 
aluminium-profile 
doors, glass doors).

Modern, elegant 
design with a choice 

of finishes to fit any 
building style.

The EURO profile knob 
cylinder offers options like 
double electronic-electronic, 
double electronic-mechanic, 
double electronic-button 
and single cylinder to ensure 
100% compatibility with 
market needs. Also available 
in Scandinavian, Finish, ANSI 
and Australian profiles.

SMARTair Knob 
Cylinders have been 
analyzed in terms of 
Durability EN 15684 
Class 6 certificate.

Exterior usage 
category: IP56.

Simple to install, 
converting any 
door into an access 
control point just by 
replacing its existing 
mechanical cylinder.

RFID reader with 
LED (blue/red) 

for different 
warning signals.



SMARTair’s wireless, battery-powered electronic 
knob cylinder is ideal for offices, business 
headquarters, conference and meeting rooms. 
Upgrading to a knob cylinder is simple: just replace 
your existing mechanical cylinder with the new 
device. No complex installation or drilling stands 
between you and safe, reliable, flexible SMARTair 
access control.

SMARTair is an established, trusted access control 
system, easy to customise to offer any degree of 
sophistication you need. The new knob cylinder 
works with every SMARTair management option. 
Choose between wireless online, update on card, 
offline or standalone. Or combine more than one at 
the same site.

With the new SMARTair knob cylinder, staff, 
valuable data and other company assets are 
protected from unauthorised access.

Openow 
Compatible with all forms  
of intelligence
Welcome to the future of access control. Our 
knob cylinder also offers a new way to open your 
doors — using the Openow mobile app. Site users 
no longer carry separate credentials, just their 
smartphone. Security and facility managers boost 
their efficiency, sending, cancelling and modifying 
virtual keys when they choose.

Practical and convenient 

· The knob cylinder is ideal for any workplace where 
change is a constant.

· Simple and practical for employees, the device 
also guarantees high levels of security and access 
control.

· Is perfect for controlling different spaces with 
different levels of mobility.

· The new knob cylinder easily accommodates 
employees who move offices, or to company 
headquarters in another city or country.

Your environment, 
your knob cylinder

Built to secure offices and smart 
environments where design 
and technology are inseparable.
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AUB Limited
Unit A, 12/F, Hung Mou Industrial Building,
62 Hung To Road, Kwun Tong,
Kowloon, Hong Kong

: +852 2375 6110
: +852 2406 2602

Tel
Fax
Email : enquiry@aub.com.hk
www.aub.com.hk


